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Watt Ends Visit, Promises To Reconsider Request
U.S, Interior Secretary James and yet meet the needs of the present
Watt concluded a weekend visit to generation, so it is a unique area here
New Mexico Sunday. The secretary in northwest New Mexico that has
roamed the state, making appear- this complicated competition for
ances at ·a number of Republican land use.
fund-raisers and touring Carlsbad
''Garrey (Assistant Secretary of
Caverns and the Bisti Badlands.
the Interior Garrey Carruthers) and I
Watt wrapped up his visit by both feel that you've got to come on
promising to reconsider a Bureau of to the land, to be there, and to feel it,
Land Management request to allow to understand it, before you can
1, 700 acres of federal land to be make decisions, and that's why I do
transferred to the Ruidoso regional so much traveling and meeting with
airport, scene of several fatal air- different groups," Watt said.
plane crashes in recent years.
"We'll testify on behalf of the
Watt said he was approached by Bisti before the U.S. Senate later
U.S. Rep. Joe Skeen, R-N.M., who this month," Carruthers added.
asked that he reconsider the BLM
Between 1.2 and 1.5 billion tons
decision, which would preserve a ofcoal in the area may be offered for
New Mexico State University re- mining by the BLM. Watt would not
search site on the Fort Stanton Mesa. discuss details of the proposed coal
Skeen gave him "a new apprecia- leasing, but denied that the Interior
tion of the Ruidoso area,'' Watt said Department would sell coal at very
after a discussion with the repre- low prices. These prices compare
sentative.
with 1979 government leases, Watt
The NMSU lease on the land runs said.
until 1990, which Watt said was a
The BLM announced earlier this
major problem. Calling the situation month it would revise its San Juan
a partisan issue, Watt said he would environmental impact statement to
continue to work with the Republi- reduce the amount of feasible coal to
can representative rather than about 900 million tons and add
Democratic Gov. Toney Anaya.
alternatives such as land exchanges Interior Secretary James Watt and Bureau of Land Management State Director Bill Luscher
Watt toured the Bisti Badlands in to protect areas like the ·Fossil took a walking tour of the Sisti Badlands to examine land being considered as a wilderness
the San Juan Basin Friday, saying he Forest.
area.
would seek a balance between preA bill introduced in Congress by
servation and commercial use of the U.S. Sen. Jeff Bingaman would denorthwest New Mexico area.
signate some 4,000 acres of the San
"This immediate area (the Bisti Juan Basin as wilderness. Bingaman
Badlands) shows the tremendous said there is overwhelming support
Universitv's mission and role should speak out on the issue.
conflict that exists within the De- for declaring the area a wilderness, By .Gail Fishel
be.
•
.
"I am interested to know if stuas
well
as
providing
protection
for
partment of the Interior as we try to
The author of the University of
Alan Reed, president of Friends dents will express concern about
as
the
Bisti.
·
other
nearby
areas,
such
balance these lands for their preBingaman said he was introduc- New Mexico Faculty Senate resolu .. of Education and associate dean of their University and their leadservation uses as well as for their
ing
the bill to ensure the wilderness tion which called for faculty to have graduate studies, said the unani- ership," Slaughter said. She said
consumptive uses.
option is not pre-empted by conflict- the right to collective bargaining mous passage of the resolution she believes students' participation
"Fortunately, we have the capa- ing land use decisions. U.S. Rep. said he felt the resolution had been shows the faculty is "convinced that is vital in achieving adequate fundthe Regents should not try and dic- ing for the University.
·
bility to manage these lands for these Bill Richardson has introduced a misinterpreted.
Richard King, associate professor tate the style and structure of the
multiple uses and preserve what is similar bill in the House of RepreThe Faculty Representation Assoof education administration, said., University."
best for the succeeding generations, sentatives ..
ciation and the Friends of Education
Reed also said there should not be plan to maintain their visibility with
"I felt that the resolution' was not a
call for faculty to unionize. It (the rules against any kind of organizing, monthly activities and will encourresolution) does not say that the and that unionization was a longer age individuals to work with their
faculty should or wants to unio- range concern not to be confused own legislators, which will form a
with the rally, which dealt with pre- "grass roots network,'' Slaughter
nize."
A waiver to the 300-foot Jaw was
By Steve Shoup
He also said the Regents might act sent budget cuts. '
said.
issued to the Posh Bagel, 2216 Cen- "to appease everyone and improve
Jane Slaughter, president of the
The owners of the Fat Chance Bar tral Ave. S.E., in June 1981, and their image," but doubts they will Faculty Representation Association
Reed said they also plan to talk
and Grill will try again Tuesday to liquor was served at that location revise the policy. King said he hopes and assistant professor of history, with the American Federation of
appeal the City of Albuquerque;s beginning in late 1982. Chavez said · the Regents will review the policy, said the majority of the rally's atten- Teachers and the National Educadenial of a liquor license to their the waiver was issued only to the become aware of the Jack of vision at dants were faculty and staff, and she tion Association to form contacts
2216 Central Ave. location and not the University and clarify what _the would like to see more students with other faculty in the state.
Central Avenue business.
Co-owner John Thompson said the 2218 and 2220 locations occuSunday a hearing on the appeal is pied by the Fat Chance.
scheduled for state district court in
Thompson pointed out that the
Santa Fe Tuesday. The Fat Chance three locations were consolidated
was denied a full service liquor into one business in 1977, and walls
license July 28 by City hearing offic- separating the three addresses were
er Albert Chavez on the grounds that removed. The waiver was issued to
liquor would be served within 300 the entire business and not just to the
feet of the University of New Mex- one lot, Thompson· said.
cause of tuft work and school loads announce the election, select poll
By Steve Shoup
ico, in violation of state law.
that did not allow enough time to workers, place advertisements and
Chavez also said the restaurant
A special election to fill up to six participate in ASUNM. Warwick schedule computer time for tabulatThompson, who also owns the Fat
did not have adequate parking and Chance in Tucson, said, "We feel Associated Students of the Universi- resigned her seat to take a position as ing the results, Serrano said. Planpointed out the opposition of several we have a strong position, but we ty of New Mexico Senate seats has attorney general, from which she ning and organizing for an election
UNM area neighborhood groups as can't second guess what the judge been called for Sept. 30, the was fired last week.
usually takes several months.
additional reasons for the denial.
Deficit spending will be necesHartbarger said he resigned beWill do.'' ·
• ASUNM president announced
cause he was "frustrated with the sary to finance the election, which
Sunday.
ASUNM consiitution Article VII, politics that continually came into will_ require UNM administration
Section Four says a special eJection play,''. and because he was recet~tly and Board of Regents approval, Sershall be called if mote than two sen- elected head of the Presidential rano said.
WASHINGTON (UPI) _. A top their background, must be taught ate seats are vacant. Five vacancies Scholars Club, which reduces the
ASUNM currently has a deficit of
education expert said Sunday stu- English ·if they are going to sue• will be filled because of the resigna· time he has for the senate.
some $57,000. Although the regents·
ASUNM Vice President Vince are not scheduled to meet again until
dents should be taught in English ceed,." Boyer said on NBC's Meet . tions of Sens. Jose Campos, Devin
Baca
said Reiter·and Rubin missed October, Serrano said he will conWarwick,
Jerry
Hartbarger,
Renee
not Spanish - if they expectto ex- the Press. ·
cel in America.
.
"It is absolutely wrong, l think, Reiter and Marco Rubin, ASUNM the last three senate meetings and are tact individual regents for approval.
not enrolled this semester, making
Ernest Boyer, president of the to cripple a coming generation and President Dan Serrano said.
Serrano pointed out that further
them
ineligible to be in the senate. proceedings of the senate may be
Sen.
Eugene
Moffett's
seat
may
Carnegie Fcnmdation for the not give them the skill in English.
Baca said this election will prob- unconstitutional, since a two-thirds
Advancement of Teaching and com·
''This is. not to say Spanish is not also be vacated. He is considering
missioner of education in the Carter important, but in this culture English taking a position in the ASUNM eX· ably be the first special election in quorum may be lacking.
ASUNM history.
ecutive branch, Serrano said.
administration, said Spanish should is the primary language,'' he said.
"We don't anticipate any probThe election commission is sche·
Although
any
candidate
elected
to
llot be given the same priority as
Hispanics argue that children who
lems
with the special election,'' Serduled
to
start
work
today.
The
elec··
English in the classroom.
cannot speak English are being dep• fill Moffett's seat would have to
rano
said.
"rll do my best to make
tion
will
be
handled
as
a
normal
fullstand
for
.
re-election
in
the
general
Along the U.S.-Mexican border rived of an education because they
sure
that's
what happens."
scale
election;
and
guidelines
and
election,
Serrano
said
a
''goodsized
in the Southwest, many schOols are cannot understand what their
said a new attorney
Serrano
dates
governing
the
election
will
be
required by law to teach in both En- teachers are saying. They contend number" of people have already ex·
general
be appointed soon to
announced
Tuesday.
pressed
an
interest.
that teaching only in English is disglish and Spanish.
replace
wa
..
wick.
will
officially
The
commission
·
C~mpos
said
he
was
resigning
be·
:
·"I tllink alhihildren, regardless of criminatory.

King Says Resolution Misread

Appeal To Be Repeated

ASUNM Plans Election To Fill
Vacant Student Senate Seats

Language Priorities, Considered

will
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United Press International
Wire Report
The Advisory Board
of
Conceptions Southwest U.S. ~committed' to Talks Brit Finishes

is now accepting

Applications for
1983-84 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest
call 277-5656
Deadline to return applications is
12 noon, Mon. Sept. 26, 1983
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classes start:
§
Sept. 19 & 20, 1983
Monday & Wednesday's
6:00-7:15pm
OR
Tuesday &. Thursd.ay
6:00-7:15pm
~nly ages 16 & up
$1~.00 per month

§

L.ocalion -L. ew Wallace Con.Jm .. Educaion

513 6th NW
corner of 6th & Fruit
contact; J.c<manl OR Stephanie Martinez - 898-5670

.

BUCHAREST, RomaniaVice President George Bush met
Sunday with President Nicholae
·Ceausescu and reassured him President Reagan was ''deeply committed'' to reducing nuclear arms at the
Geneva tall<:s with the Soviet Union.
"r am not sure we have properly
conveyed his conviction that hefeels
very, very strongly about - and
that the United States will stay atthat
table as long as necessary - to
achieve the reductions that all mankind really truly wants,'' Bush said,
He delivered the off-the-cuff remarks at a lunch before his. four
hours of talks with Ceausescu.
Washington had hoped to press
Bucharest on its imposition of an
education tax to reduce emigration
of highly educated Romanians and
Romania's $10 billion debt to westem banks.
The Romania!\ news agency
Agerpres said Ceausescu urged
Washington to delay deployment of
572 U.S missiles in western Europe.
Bush's remarks were in response
to a toast by Romanian Vice President Gheorghe Radulescu reminding Bush of Ceausescu's iniatives to
get both Moscow and Washington to
cut back on the arms race.

"You mention the question of intermediate-nuclear force negotiations in Geneva going on now," said
Bush. "Ceausesc.u's conviction on
this matter is well known to us, The
point I wish to make here is that our
president is deeply committed to significant arms reductions,"

To underscore Romania's stand
on arms negotiations, the Communist newspaper Scintea Sunday
printed a letter from Ceausescu to
eight U.S. congressmen expressing
the deep concern of the Romanian
people over the deployment of missiles in Eur~pe.
In the letter, Ceausescu said the
deployment of medium-range nuclear missiles should be postponed
until late 1984 or early I 985. He
suggested the Soviet Union in return
should halt deployment and. modemizatlon of its missiles while reducing those sited in Europe.
Romania, which often pursues
foreign policies independent from
Moscow, is the first of two East bloc
countries Bush is visiting on a 7nation loUr of North Africa and
southeastern Europe. He was flying
on to Hungary Monday.

Longest Hike
PRUDHOE BAY, Alaska.British adventurer George
Meegan completed a 19,021mile walk from the tip of South
America to the Arctic Ocean
Sunday, hiking the last nine
miles of his nearly six-year long
journey.
The walk that began Jan. 26,
1977 from Ushaia., the southernmost non.scientific settlement
on earth, ended at I :30 p.m. at
the Beaufort Sea. in the Arctic
Circle.
Meegan, 30, of Rainhrun, England, was permitted to complete
the last nine miles of the journey
by ARCO, which had refused his
initial request two weeks ago to
cross its property but later rcle.ntcd.
Meegan said he made !he journey because nobody had ever
done it before. His press agent
said !he walk represents the
longest co.ntinuous foot journey
in history and the first transverse
of the Western Hemisphere on
foot,

UNM Staff Member Honored
By Kathy Knudsen

Rose Barboa, a staff member of
the University of New Mexico Multi-Cultural Center, was honored by
the Mexican.American Women's
National Organization de Albuquerque during a Friday toast at the Marriott HoteL
·
Twelve other Hispanic women
and Gov. Toney Anaya were also
honored for making significant contributions to Hispanic organizations
and. the community.
Barboa has worked at !he Multicultural Center for I ! years, starting
as a secretary and advancing to an
administrative assistant position
within four years.
Dr. Mari-Luci Jaramillo, associate dean of students lit !he College of
Education, 1Jresented the award.
Jaramillo said Barboa advises
trainees from Albuquerque Public

Rose S. Barboa

Schools involved with the center,
and also helps work.·study students
from UNM.
. "She (Barboa) locates los! papers, delivers student messages,
types extra- she's always willing
to go that extra little bit to help any,.
body," said Jaramillo.
The governor was honored for his
efforts to Sllpport and promote
women in state government, Anaya
was also cited for his strong stands
on such issues as the passage of the
Equal Rights Amendment, the need
for better day care, voter registration
efforts, skills· development for
wome.n and support for the displaced
homemakers and domestic violence
·.programs.
"There are 13 women and one
man receiving awards tonight, and I
think that's the ratio it should be. It
kin.d of makes up for a little bit of
past history," said Anaya.

Balloon Lawsuit Filed
ALBUQUERQUE (UP!)- A fourth lawsuit filed in connection
with u four-fatality accident at the 1982 International Balloon Fiesta
brought to nearly $8 mill ion damages sought Ji·om hot air balloon
operators, manufacturers and a liquid propane gas company.
C. Vincent Shortt, 35, of North Carolina, who suffered burns on his
head and body when he fell from the burning El Globo Grande balloon
last October, filed a $750,000 suit alleging .the fire and crash resulted
from a defectiv~ liquid propane gas system that was negligently modified.
The suit filed Friday in federal court named Joseph Gonzales, the
balloon's pilot; Norman Courtney, also an operator of the balloon:
World Balloon Corp. of Albuquerque, the b'!lloon 's manufacturer; and
ABO LP Gas Co. of Las Cruces, N .M.
Sh011t's suit was the fourth filed in connection with the fiery accident. Two other survivors' of the crash, Ann and Thomas Speer of
Lakewood, Colo., eat.lier this month filed a $1.5 million suit,
In April, the mother and the forn1er husband of Pamela Brainard, a
pregnantAibuquerguc woman killed in the accident, filed a $4 million
wrongful death suit. The ex-wife of Mrs. Brainard's husband Nicholas, who also died in the crash, filed suit in March asking $1.5 million
on behalf of her two sons.

FREE French Fries
with this coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)
a

.55¢ savings

with coupon thru 9·25·83
Frontier Restaurant

~~~~~~~~~~-~~~

Libyan Troops
Ordered Under
Syrian Directive
- BEIRUT, Lebanon- Libyan
leader Moammar Khadafy put· his
troops in Lebanon under Syrian
command Sunday, a day after U.S.
warships shelled targets in Syrian·
controlled areas and Syria
threatened to retaliate.
In Beirut, Lebanese army positions in the southern suburbs of
Chiyah and Ain Remmaneh came
under intense attack by militiamen
using mortars, rockets and automatic weapons, state-run Beirut radio
said.
It said the rebel shelling spread to
other neighborho·ods including
Baabda, site of the Presidential
palace, and Yarze, where the American Ambassador's residence is located.
The radio did no! identify the
source of fire or report any casualties.
The National News agency said
the "indiscriminate shelling" followed Lebanese Air Force stril<:es
against Druze and Palestinian rebels
in the Shouf mountains overlooking
the capital.
Earlier, gunners in a Syrianoccupied sector fired 40 rockets on
the outskirts of !he ancient port of
Byblos, 20 miles north of Beirut, in
an effort to wipe out the remnants of
the Lebanese air force, Beirut Radio
said,
It said five people were killed and
13 wounded by the shells that landed
300 yards from their targets underground hangars usedby the
handful of Lebanese jets still in service.
. The air strikes were in suppOrt of
Lebanese soldiers who tried to advance south from the town of Souk El
Gharb to dislodge anti-government
Druze Moslem militiamen.

''1amif&t
3tvae
Tuesday, September 20
Buy a Super Ticket for $5.00 per person
and here's what you get:
* Admission to the fair

* Admission to Horse. Racing, Post Time 12:30 PM
* Admission to all Midway Rides Bt carnival

*free Concert Ticket: Dick Clark's Rod(n'Roll Revue 8:30 PM
a special grandstand concert Tuesday evening featuring BoDiddley.
fteddY cannon and The Coasters!
Super Ticket Does Not lndude Parking, Games. food.

Frontier Roll, 8 oz. Fresh Squeezed
Orange Juice, Coffee

$1.19

z

.80

Reg~ s1.62~!;
-- o~I
with coupon- Good through Sept. 6, 1983
g
our convenient drive-up window
Open 7 a.m.-11 p.m., Mon.·Frl. 0

~

11 a.m.-10 p.m., Sat. and Sun.

.

!~::::::::;:::::::----------- .. ------------

1

----------~--------------,
2 Slices of
zI

All Cheese Pizza

$1.00

_go 1

SD.

offer valid thru Sept. 21, 1983 with coupon
Appetito's

-~s·
00

Bonus Coupon
We want to be a Zoo Parent!
Help us adopt a baby tiger from
the Rio Grande Zoo.
Bring this coupon on any ·single donation per 'A(eek for your
contribution towards adopting one o'f the 2 baby ttgers recently
born at the zoo.
Expires September 31, 1983

Redeemable at

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
You rnust be o iocal
resident, srudent, or
military and have
a \lalld picture I. d.

Limit one
per new donor

New donolli token
M-F 12;30-3;00

Offer expires

sept. 31, 1983
122 Yale lilvd. S.E.
266-5729
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Buy One Breakfast
between 7 and 11 a.m.
and get the next one for

half price.
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Emergency System Featured

Forum

By Donna Jones

by Berke Breathed

---Editorial---

In an effort to educate the public,
most Albuquerque community hospitals are holding open house in their
emergency rooms through Saturday
as part of Emergency Medicine
Week.
The week will also feature two
television public service announcements, and a brochure has been prepared to inform the public about the
appropriate use of the emergency
system, said Dr. Ed Bernstein,
secretary of the New Mexico American College of Emergency Physicians.
"When people walk into the
emergency room for treatment, they
should be a ware that we make a
judgment. We take the most critically injured first," he said.

l"!!!!r_ _ ____;~

~

Job Requires Vision
Although, in the long run, he may have harmed the students'
welfare in his lobbying efforts for a 0 tuition increase last year, Mark
Duran meant well and was sincere in his efforts to benefit the students
of the University of New Mexico.
A hard worker, Duran took his job as ASUNM Lobby Committ~e
chairman seriously and accomplished what he set out to do. H1s
dedication and professionalism boosted the credibility of the conimittee; he deserves applause for his concern and action.
In filling the chairman's slot, ASUNM President Dan Serrano may
be hard-pressed to find someone with Duran's p.erseverance, but
perhaps the successor will have the strength to take on unpopular
campaigns, such as educating students about their role in improving
education,
The Lobby Committee should do what's best for the students, not
necessarily what would placate them. At last week's Viva. Education
rally, Gov. Toney Anaya said he was willing to Jay a bigger tax
package before the Legislature in order to augment educational funding. Students, too, must pay the cost of a better education.

Don Bruckner

MOOSE·

Slump May End
With Increase
By Donna Jones

The responsibility of the Lobby Committe.e chairman is not just in
voicing the students' concerns, but helping students shape a responsible common will.

---Opinion---

Veterans Given Aid -----.Letters-----

By William A. Hazelwood
Regional Director. VETS

Staff, Faculty 'Angry' About Ranch

Over the years. considerable attention has focused on our society's
need and obligation to provide special benefits and services to veterans in recognition for their contri.butions to this country's national
defense.
In 1776, the United States enacted its first national Jaw promising
half-pay for life when a man's war service caused Joss of limb or other
disability severe enough to interfere with his livelihood. Unfortunately, the new Continental Congress was without funds, so the Jaw
constituted little more than a recommendation to the states.
It wasn't until 1928 that Congress established the first veteran
employment offices in larger metropolitan areas to help veterans find
jobs. Several years later, in 1933, President Roosevelt signed the
Wagner-Peyser bill into Jaw, creating a national system of public
employment offices and a bureau in the Department of Labor known
as the U.S. Employment Service. One portion of the Wagner-Peyser
Act stipulated that a veterans' service section be established devoted
to securing employment for veterans.
In ensuing years, mumerous efforts have been made to provide
employment and training assistance to veterans who frequently need
special help in making the transition from military to civilian life.
Today, a new agency existswithinthe U.S.Labor Department to aid
veterans. Known as the Veterans' Employment and Training Service,
it incorporates programs previously .administered by other agencies
within the department and expands their services.
VETS has been given .a broad legislative mandate to administer
programs and help ensure that veterans obtain training, employment
counseling, placement assistance and other support services to meet
their needs. Priority attention is focused .on the needs of Vietnam-era
and disabled veterans whose jobless rates are persistently the most
severe.
We solicitthe support of the American publlcto help our programs
work by making all veterans aware of VETS and the help it can afford.
If you know of a veteran who could benefit from our assistance, have
him or he contact the nearest office of the Employment Security
Commission of New Mexico, let's not letdown those who have stood
up for us.

NEWM[XfCo--------------

LaHers Submission PoUcy: Letters to tlie ~dltor must be typed, double·spilced and hb more
that! 200 wotds-, All rnailed·in letters must be signed by the author atld tnclude address and
telephone numbin. No names will bn withheld. The DaflvLobo does nol.guarantee pUbllr:atlon
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A SIWiiE
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season from Christmas until
the end of February. Many
people have already planned
their winter vacations assuming the Ranch would be available. Many with families may
have no other option. Allowing them one last year's use
seems only fair.
3) At the very least, honor
reservations for this winter
which have already been
made (and paid for). With little
rearranging, the number of
cabins which would need to
be maintained for occupancy
could be reduced With operating expenses reduced to a
minimum.
These are modest proposals but any of them would indicate a greater sense of fair
play and respect for Universitystaffandfaculrythan weare
presently seeing on this matter. We are not unreasonable
people, but we need not be
bludgeoned by every decision
that is made during the current financial crisis.
Charles G. Humble

. , .. A PITY.
BOY, IS

IT TOO
SAJp ....

{
'

Bernstein said research in areas
that cause emergency situations,
such as alcohol and drug abuse,
poisons, drunken driving and en"
vironmental exposures, is impo11ant
to aid in preventing them from
occurring.
"When you are in emergency
medicine, your fingers are on the
pulse of the community. You have a
Jesponsibility to get b.ack to (he community and let them know what the
problems are," said Bemstein.

In the 15 years emergency medicine has been recognized as a speciality, he said, visits to emergency
rooms nationally have almost dou-

bled, from 42 million to 83 million,
It has been said that 20 years ago,
a wounded soldier on the battlefield
had a better chance of surv,iving than
a .civilian accident victim, but because of the strides in technology
and service, this is no longer true,
Bernstein said.

More information can be
obtained by contacting Don Contreras at the Latin American Institute, .801 Yale N.E.

E'ntertalnmcrit Reporter,., •.• ,, Lydia Piper
Sports Reporter, .•.• , .• , ....• ,, Eria Mnddy
Repottct,.,., ••• , •• , ••.• , George Gorospe
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Technical Advrsct' ..... , •. Craig Chrisslnger
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5307 Menaul NE

As Albuquerque National Bank( we built a solid reputation
for quality banking over the years. Now We 1re carrying
on those: same traditfons of hospitality and convenience under
a new name- Sunwest Bank.

A Helping Hand Statewide
Today, the speclal kind of banking We deliver goes beyond
ourclty limits. There are S6 Sunwest Bank offices across the
statef and as our customer, you'fl receive -a helping hand at
each one of them,

Your Time Is Here
Foryeal'$ we've been a member of NewMexico'slarg_est banking
organization, respected for its high standards; one of eleven
banks. now all with the same name - Sunwest Bank. Together,
We W1ff continue the traditions Whieh have brOUght bXCOUence
to New Mexico banking.

.

168-6547

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BID
MAT • GMAT • DAT

OCAT • PCAT • VAT

SSAT • PSAl• ACHIEVEMENTS
SAT • ACT • TOEFL • MSIP
IIAfL M£0 IDS • ECFMG
FLEX • VQE • NOB • RN BDS
CPA • SPEED READING
~-HMPUIN

23 Albuquerque Offices

Also in: Santa Fe, Espanola,
Gallup, ·Farmingt~;~n, Las Cruces,
-Raton 1 R'oswell, CloviS, Hobbs·,

£oliC.IIITIOHAi. CEN1Efl

rut Pre~r~g~u;r9 ffetlatlsts

Silver City

FiJt lrttOffrtllf{Ofl. Pliti!Ui

lr"""'. . ._265·2524---.

member FDIC

, ••

Ac;fvertising Manager •. , ••..• James Ffsher

Handmaae Boots also 50% off
Some boots as low as $49 95

A New Name For Excellence

Tune-up $i0
• 06 Vaswr Sl

Now
Y2 price

hers - should attend a class
meeting.
The classes being offered arc
beginning, intermediate and advanced conversational Spanish,
and Portuguese.

CAMPUS· BICYCLE.
) Sale Prices on
Evetythlngl

Reg. $140,00

The system includes responsible
citizens who know first aid, the 9I I
emergency number, the pre-hosptial
team of paramedics and the
emergency room staff.
Scheduled times for the open
house at the University'ofNew Mcx·
ico Hospital are Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.

Language Classes Offered
The University of New Mexico Latin American Institute is
offering Spanish and Portuguese
language classes for UNM faculty and staff members.
Although the classes are
already underway, there i~ no
formal registration procr,dure,
and anyone interested in taking a
class - including spouses of
UNM faculty and staff mem-

Westg11te Sassy wesrern
look with decomive conch an side.

"When the patient activates the
emergency system, 20 years of technology come to aid the patient," he
said.

No. 21

author solely, Unsigned opinion is that of the editor Bnd reflects thlfedlior!al pollev Of the paper~
bi.Jt does not necessarily represent the views of the members o( tho Daily Ldbo staff.

Assoc. Managing Ed ito~> •• , •••.•• -David G;Ji
News Editor .•.•••• , ••••• Dennis POhlman

2) The cabins could be kept
open during the peak of ski

Gf£, YA KNow,
I RWLY THINK
THE FACULTY
DESERVES

I

The New Mexi~o Daily Lobo is published Monday tltrough Friday every regular Wl!e-k Of the .
University year, weekly during closed and ffnals weeks and weekly during the summer session,
by the aoard of Student Publications of the UniverSil'(of New MCxlto. Subscription rate Is $10'
pot_ acSdernic year. SeCOiid Class ·postaso paid~~ AlbuqueirqliEI, NeW MexicO 87131.
The opinions expressed an theedltO'rlal pages of thO NewMoKiCO Dally Lobo ariHhose·of the

Je~gth

affordable getaway to people
strapped With big increases in
health insurance and no
raises in pay. Maybe the l"anch
is unprofitable, but maybe
this was due to poor management and not lack of demand.
If energy has been expensive, thermostats that work
could go a long way toward
saving fuel. If water is in short
supply, why not describe the
problem in detail on a sheet
posted in each cabin along
with specific steps visitors
could take to reduce water usage. These ideas are common
sense but would help alleviate
real problems at the ranch.
However, if the ranch must
be closed for reasons we have
or have not heard, may I offer
the following alternatives:
1) Close the Lobo Lodge but
keep the cabins open. This
will reduce operating costs
while allowing access to the
lodging of·more general interest to the University employees.

MOHIY ...

~81400

and wilt edit letters for

Enclosed please find a copy
of a letter to Professor Alex
Sanchez in h.is capacity as
chairman of the subcommittee charged with reviewing
possible future uses of the
D.H. Lawrence Ranch.):
As the University employee
who wrote and circulated the
petition opposing the closing
of the Lawrence Ram:h I have
heard the reactions of a large
number of my fellow employees to the proposed (and
now decided?) closing. Allow
me to share some of those
reactions with you.
Fully 95 (plus} percent of
the staff and faculty to whom I
personally presented the petition signed. Many Were
;mgry, angry with the fact of
the closing and angry about
the way the decision has been
made- behind closed doors
and seemingly without consulting any organized group
representing the interests of
University empfoyees.
It's not the Ritz. but it allows
a convenient. pleasant and

Mill£

Dail:y Lobo
Vol. 88

Editor:

A 17 percent increase in enrollment in the pharmacy college may
be .a signal that the University of
New -Mexico is climbing out of a
nationwide slump, said Assistant
Dean Philip Lehrman.
"Until some time pass.es, we
won't know for sure what the increase is, but it looks like enrollment
is steadily on the way up," he said.
The college's current enrolbnent
of 48 students, up seven from 1982,
is its first increase since enrollment
peaked in 1975 with 86 students.
Some 72 pharmacy colleges
across the nalion observed an enrollment decline trend in the mid-1970s,
Lehrman said.
Although it is impossible to pinpoint a definite reason for the trend,
Lehrman said the glamour of hightech jobs may have been partially
responsible, because the brightest
science and mathematics students
arc the likeliest candidates for
pharmacy.
"The members of the graduating
class of I 983 are all placed in'
pharmacy jobs, withcommunity and
hospital pharmacies being the prime
outlet for our students," he said.
Another factor may be that the
college actively recruits promising
science and mathematics high
school students, Lehnnan said.
As part of that effort, the phanna·
cy college, along with dental
careers, participates in the federally
funded Health Career Opportunity
•Program, whose purpose is to recruit
and retain students.
Along with an ongoing tutorial
service, the program sponsors a twoweek seminar every summer to expose interested. high school juniors
to career possibilities in the pharmacy and dental care fields.
Of the neW students, 40 percent
are female. Minorities comprise 26
percent of the enrollees, Lehrman
said.

Those with relatively mit1or problems, such as a cold or a twisted
ankle, should go to a clinic or urgent
care center, he said.

Ask about our
Speed Reading

Deposits may be made oniy at ·sunwest
Sank otfit:@& Wlthtn your own county,
by sti:ltn regulation.

Program

r

881-1642
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By Kristie Jones

for the 1984-85 academic year.
The Minority Graduate FelThe NSF Graduate Fellowships lowship has the same requirements,
The National Science Foundation will be offered to students in or near but is intended specifically for
and the National Research Council their first year of graduate study in a minorities. Eligible gro\]ps are
are offering graduate fellowships master's or doctoral program in American Indians, blacks, Hispaand minority graduate fellowships mathematical, physical, biological, nics, native Alaskans (Eskimos or
engineering and social sciences, and Aleuts) and native Pacific Islanders
i-·----;~4i~---:--,· in the history and philosophy of sci- (PolynesiaHs or Micronesians).
1
ence.
Final selections of recipients will
Applicants should not have com- be made by the NSF and will be
' pleted more than 20 semester hours announced in March 1984, and felof graduate work in any of these lowships will be awarded for a maxfields.
imum tenure of three years. Students
Applicants will be required to will receive an annual stipend of
take the Graduate Record Examina- $8,100.
tions to test aptitude and scientific
The dead! ine for both fellowship
Today's Events
achievement. The deadline for reg- programs is Nov. 23. Applications
have been ordered by the Office. of
S•oc1uary Group will hold a dosed A.A. meeting- for isteringfortheDec.IOexamisNov.
alcoholics onlY at 8 p.rn. Mondays at the N~wman 4, and there is a $29 fee for each test.
R~search in Scholes Hall Room 231
Center. More information is available at 247-1094,
An admission ticket will be mailed and should be available by Frid~y.
UNM Cbe:!ls Club will meet at 6 p.m. Mond!J.ys Jn to those registered for the exam inMaterials are also available through
NM Union Roorn 231-E. Officers elections- will be dicating the time and place of the
the Fellowship Office, National Reheld tonight.
test.
search Council, 2101 Constil\ltion
UNM Skydfvlog Club will meet at7 p.m. tonight in
Applicants must be U.S. citi~cns. Ave., Washington, D.C., 20418.
NM Union Room 250·AB. FJnd out about Lhis ex-

Holly Jaycol'

pierre DeRagon, the Univer~ity
of New Mexico theater arts department's new costume designer and
instructor, says he is still in the process of getting his "sea legs."
After on! y three-and-a-half weeks
here, OeRagon says he is trying to
get to know the people and the Albuquerque area. He came here from the
Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis,
where he worked as an assistant costume director for two years.
So far, De Ragon has found things
running smoothly in the department.
Part of his job is designing all the
mainstage snows at University's
theaters. This year, there are two
each semester. He is working with
his two costume classes preparing
for the department's first fall show,
''You Can't Take It With You."

Visual Analysis

Sandia
Vision
Clinic
•

298-20/20
1020 Eubank NE • Albuquarqua• 87112

citing sport. Videos will_ be $ijown and. refreshmenu
will be served. More lnformatlon is available at 2669677.

STUDENT TRAVEL invites you to come along
Contact Student Travel to reserve your seat

Costume Designer Pierre DeRagon

277-2336

LOBO FOOTBALL

September 24
Lobos vs. New Mexico State
Cost: $20.00

October 14 and 15
Lobos vs. BYU
price per person:
2/rm $82.00
3/rm $78.00
4/rm $76.00

October 8 and 9
Lobos vs. Texas Tech
price per person:
2/rm $55.00
3/rm $52.00
4/rm $50.00

October 28 and 29
Lobos vs. Colorado State
price per person:
2/rm $82.00
3/rm $73.00
4/rm $71.00

Cost of all trips includes:
*Game ticket
*Round trip bus transportation
•·1 night hotel accomodations (except New Mexico State)
*Round trip from hotel to game
Contact Student Travel to reserve your seat
277-2336

Student Travel Center

Downstairs Student Union Building

'!l......,.;_,_,,,,...,_...,_......,....,_,~...,_~...,_,,~~...,_......~...,_,'%._...,__-..;,·
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~ CHADAD JEWISH ACTIVITIES CENTER
YOM KIPPUR 6 SUKKOT SCHEDULE
.FRIDAY 9-16
6:45 KOL NIDP-E SEP-VICE
SATURDAY 9-17
10:00 AM. Yom Kippur Morning Service

THURSDAY 9-22
10:00 AM. Sul~l~ot Morning Service
6:45P.M. Evening Service
FRIDAY

9-2~

12:JO P.M. Yzlmr Memorial Service 10:00 AM. Morning Service

6:00P.M. Mincha Service

6: JO P.M. Neil a Services Followed
by 13real'i-the-Fast
WEDNESDAY 9-21
6:45 Sul~l~ot Service

~

il

~
til

Graduate Study Fellowships Offered

6:45P.M. Evening Service
SATURDAY 9-24
10:00 A.M. Shabbat Morning
Service.

EVERYONE WELCOME
Chabad House
1801 Sigma Chi. N.E. Albuquerque, N.M.
Phone 296-6060

Besides the good reputation of
UNM's theater department, DeRagan was drawn here by the ~n
vironment of the Southwest, whoch
he described ~.s "beautiful, wildnature in the raw." He also appreciates the mountains, he says, because
they remind him of his home state,
Pennsylvania.
DcRagon got his bachelor's de·
gree at Kings College in Pennsylvania. He had wanted to be an actor, he
says, until he realized he "wasn't
any good."
After trying different areas of
theater, DcRagon settled on costume design, an area for which he
felt he had a talent. He then went on
to get his master's of fine arts degree
in costume design ut Boston College.
Getting a job as a costume designer straight out of graduate school is
almost impossible, according to De-

Ragon. Inexperienced designers
have to take j()bs as assistants and
work in costume construction at
first, he says, and if they persevere,
they will eventually get designer
jobs.
DeRagon says he got his experience working for the New York City
Opera, the Berkshire Theatre Festival, the Maine Shakespeare Festival
and the Alabama Shakespeare Festival, as well as a teaching position at
Western Illinois University.
DcRagon says he is. especially
looking forward to designing the
spring production of Shakespeare's
"The Tempest."
DeRagon was hired for only one
year, and as of yet has no plans for
ne.xt year, but says he follows his
work.
want to go everywhere I can
and do all I can as quickly as I can.
Then I'll retire early," he says.

··r

Lawmakers Discuss Fee
For Community Colleges
SACRAMENTO,
Calif.
(UPI)- California lawmakers,
battling with the govemor over the
budget, met in a special session Sun' day to consider the_ possibility of
charging tuition for the first time at
the state's community colleges.
Lawmakers could not salvage a
crucial compromise plan that fizzled
last week when Assembly Demo·
crats refused to accept Republican
Gov. George Deukmejian's plan to
impose fees at community colleges.
For Sunday's extension of the
regular session, Assembly Democrats were expected to again be
pushed to agree to a .compromise
package of $108 million in state
funds and $50-per-semester fees for
the state's financially strapped com-

munity colleges, possibly tnaking
the fees only temporary.
_
Deukmejian cut. $234 million in
community college funds from the
state budget last July. The proposed
fees would be the first since the sys•
tem, wh.ichpresentlyhas 1.4million
studenis, was created in 1910.

.Mochll wm meet at 6 p.m. today at Chicano
StUdept Servlces,l81$ Roma N.E., to develop I!
tutorial Jjrosratn, peer counseling and have~ .,erles of
discussions for Chicano studems. A_ll Interested
students are wel!;omed. More Information is available
at2n·S029.
Nitwllt:l Anonymou!l will hold a meeting for
addicts only at 8 p,1J1. Mondays. at St. Thomas of
Cantebury, 42$Univeufty N,E,
--

Nillvt American .Senlce Ctnter needs to have the
following students contact Eddy Abeita at .277~3917
ror messages from fundlng agencies: Joanna Vigil,
Nndlne Vigil, Veta Vuile, Carey Vicentl, Lynn

Sandoval lind Elizabeth Muniz.
All Jndlan PueblO Coundl nml.s tutors in Math,

English and Social Science. Plea5e contact YVonne at
Native American Studies on Friday JO a.m. to- noo_n
or call Charles Tafoya at 884-lJIO Wednesday~
Thursday, Saturday or Sunday.

Tuesday's Events
UNM Raqutllball Club will meet ut5 p.m Tuesday
In NM Unlon.Room2SO..E. All Interested students are
welcomed, More Information Is avaihtbleat884·3677,
Lut Ltcture Series will. presem a lecture by Dr.
Joseph Zavadil, associate- professor of Engltsh, on "i
Still Wonder," at noon Tuesday in NM Union Room
250-D, .Cand D. Bring yol,lr lunch. MPte information
is available at 247-049'1.
New Me:~~leo Public Rt~a~rth Group will hold a
regular meeting of its Board of DirectorS at 7~:10 p.m.
Tuesday in NM Onion Room 24-E, Mote informallon
Is available at 277·2757.
United Cam pull· Mlnlshies wlll Sponsor a ''Women
and Rcli$,ion Support Group" meeting at 4 p,m.
Tuesday at 1801 Las Lomas N.E•• Mor~informatlon
Is available at i.S6-l274.

Sanciuary Group v.·ill' hold a closed.AA me(ling for
airohoHcs only at noon luc:sda)'S and Thursdays at
the Newman Center. More-lnfonrtatlon fs avillable at
247·1094.
Ntw MeJ:ito Medical Sodety Is looking for college
students to run a booth at the New Mexico State Fair.
"'the student volunteers will distribute informntion
about the association nnd related ·non-profit
organizations. More lnformaHon is available at ll22·
0?81.
Air Force Offlw·, QuaUf1fnJTal Will be giVen at 8
a.m. Sept, 2.3 and 9 a,m~ Sept. 24 in the Air Force

ROTC buildins. 1901 Las Lomas N.E. AU those
interested in becoining an Air Forc:e officer are

welcome to ta~e the test with no obligation. More

Snafu

information is available by contacting Sgt. Newman
or Sgt. Allen at2774502,

The New Mexil'o Dailv Lobo
Friday incorrectly reported the
date for the Take Back The Night
March to be on SepL 23. The
correct date forihc march is Sept.
24, from 6 to 9 p.m.

-'"'..,_..,..,_...,..,,~,""'~~----~
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS TEST
. (CST)
Will he offered on
September 30, 1983
8:30 and 1:30
Testing Division Rm. 8

UNM Circle K Club
Will be having a social
for all students interested

Please bring I>ictm·e identification, pen, and dictionary
Note: The CST is li!llilc<l to (l)stn<lcnts to·ansfeo•ring the e<Juivalcut of English 1021<i ONM m· (2)thosc
who touk English 102 bcft>l'c 1<!111 of 1980.
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Attention Ex•Key Club Members

No prior re'gistration necessary
$10.00 TESTING FEE REQUIRED

• o

~

~-·~~,

Monday Night at 7:30p.m.
at the north Sub Ballroom
Refreshments, Mus,ic and Dancing
Everyone Is Welcome

CffFE
3004 Central SE
(One Block East of Girard)

All you can eat

Friday
Fish $3.95
Saturday
Chicken $3.95
All you can eat dinners include
soup, salad, vegetable, roll, and
potato.

. . .-. ~

•

Mexi~o
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ASUNM
·~

Duplicating
Center

I
.~

IN TOWN

·a·

·TYPEWRITER RENTALS AVAILABLE·
HOURS: MON-Ffll 8-9/SAT 10·4
A LITTLE HARDER TO FIND
BUT WORTH IT.

277·5031
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The
University of New Mexico
School of Medicine,
Division of Dermatology
is studying the
effectiveness of a short-term,
new topical potent steroid
cream in the treatment of
eczema and psoriasis.
Patients should be between
the age of 12 and 75.
For more information, please call277-6770
between the hours of9 a.m. and 6 p.m.

Arts

i

iI
I

Popular Songs Save Concert

Arts

,I

+ FDA regulations prohibit females o£ child-bearing potential to
participate in this drug study.

I

There is something to be said for a
film thai seems to contain the following four messages - do not go
out for cigarettes when a mass
murderer is loose in the neighborhood; do not get heavily involved
in video games; do not leave your
parish if you are a priest; and do not
kill rats in your house.

~-movie!

LIJLRevieLUJ

Lyd1n Piper

The Beach Boys performed before a crowd of about 16,000 Saturday night at what was billed
as the largest concert in New Mexico history.

If it wasn't for the Planets and the
fact that the Beach Boys' songs are
so well-known and thus engraved in
people's minds, Saturday's concert
on the New Mexico State Fair
grounds would have been a total
loss.
'1. Oh sure hearing all the old favorites "Surf City.'' "Surfin'
Safarl," "Surfin' U.S.A.," "Surfer Gid," and "Help Me Ronda,"

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~===========;;;;;;;;;;;;;i-

Northern Telecom
•••A Rational Career Choice
The merger of computer technology and telecommunications has rryade
our industry THE growth field for the 80's and beyond. As a dynamic
company that deals in communica!ions t~chnc;>logy, we can off~r a
wealth of challenges to graduates rn ~ngmeenn.g •. Corryputer Sc1ence,
Marketing, Finance, Accounting, ~us1ness ~<;tm1mstratron and
Personnel. With facilities in 13 major U.S. cttres, Yfe can probably ..
match your desires with an area that offers the climate and amen1tres
you want.
Since we believe in promotion based on achievement,, ~ou can set your
.
own pace for advancement. We offer industry-compebt1ve
compensation and our benefit prograrl"! ranks among \h.e best 1n the
industry. Talk to our recruiter during h1s or her next V!Sit to your
campus. We will be happy to answer all of vour questions about
locations, project assignments, and our projected growth.
See your placement office to schedule an Interview with our division
representative from lOS/Richardson on campus September 30.
For more information, send a resume or a letter to:

Northern Telecom Inc.

Manager, College Relations
259 Cumberland Bend
Nashville, IN 37228

~··

brought smiles to faces as the
memories flooded back.
But if the band had to rely on its
stage presence to. grab the crowd,
catching a greased pig would probably
easier.
course;
no
true have
Beachbeen
Boys
fan Of
would
agree,
but then again, "love is blind."
The biggest problem with the concert was that the members of the
band seemed afraid io move, as if
'

something might break. Lead singer
Mike Love strutted around the stage
as if each step was painful, making
you think of the "The Little Old
Lady From Pascdcna,'' even before
the song was played.
The group did loosen up somewhat toward the end of the concert.
It's true, what Love called "the internationally-acclaimed automotive
songs" were good and got m?st of
the crowd tapping its toes, but 1! was
too late - the show was almost
over.
A band should not depend on. the
popularity of its songs to entertain a
crowd. The way those songs arc presented to an audience should also be
entertaining. The way the Beach

continued on page 9
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ADOI\TION AND PREGNANCY
TESTING CLINic·s

"' '
"

"<< ••

WELL WOMEN CLINIC ..'
"

<>

:ll"

Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,
VD Screening, Referrals.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT: 265·9511
107 Girard SE 87106

·~
•
•
"
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-·
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ASUNM/GSA Child
CareCo·op
presents
A Workshop on:

Science in Pre-School
Workshop will be given by

tclcctJn'i

MANUFACTURING PLANTS: ATLANTA, GA • CONCORD, NH •
CREE:DMOOR NC • MINNETONKA, MN • MOORESTOWN, NJ •
. .
MORRlSVILLE,NC • MORTON GROVE, JL • NASHVILLE, TN • RALEIGH, NC
o RICHARDSON, TX • SAN DIEGO, CA • SANTA CLARA, CA • WEST PALM
BEACH, FL

Monday Sept.19 7pm

Boys presented their songs was
boring.
Another problem was the harmonizing during many of the ballads.
Their "oohing," was so off-key, it
was painful. The sound was familiar
though - it's played every time a
local radio station does a test of the
Emergency Broadcast System.
But the crowd of about 16,000,
billed as the largest concert in New
Mexico history, was oblivious to all
this. ihey were content with the
familiar songs and faces, and didn't
even mind when Gov. Toney Anaya
and the University of New Mexico
cheerleaders joined the band on
stage for one song.
There were good points about the
concert. Although there were some
complaints about the lack of seats,
the location at the state fair grandstand was a nice change from Tingley Coliseum.
The Planets were another feature
that saved the night. Unfortunately,
the crowd was so primed for the
Beach Boys, they failed to give this
band a much-deserved encore .
Originally from Albuquerque, the
Planets have opened at many concerts, and there is a reason for
this - they're good. But people
tend to take local bands for granted,
ignoring Some really fine talent.
And that's a pity, because after a
while, they're no longer local bands.
The Planets opened the show with
some good, basic rock 'n' roll. The
sound was clean, the music was
tight, and the vocals were well defined. And one song,. "Why Do
Fools Fall in Love,'' showed this
group's ability to harmonize.
Although it didn't give the band
an encore, the crowd did respond
well to the music. Hopefully, the
band will return again to Albuquerque, for its own concert, receiving
the attention it deserves.
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1203 Coal SE
242-2333
At~k about our
Student Discount
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Popejoy Hall

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

les
ballets
Jazz
de
.

,

...

•

montrea1

Genevieve Sal baing
D1tectnce Ar11St1que

Tonight and Tomorrow,
September 19,20 "8:15p.m.
Public $16.00, $14.00, $11.00
tJNM Students, Faculty/Staff~ V2 price
Mastercard/Visa phone orders accepted
Telephone 277~3121 for information

1
1131 Marron Hall, Mon-1
I day through Friday 81
I a.m.-5 p.m.
. """'I

at the Child Care Co•op

1210 University NE
$5 general admission
$3 students

Concert-

continued from page 8

and his friends in his attempt to reach
the mystical 13th level of the game.
When he finally reaches his goal,
after breaking into the arcade at
night, the young man gets quite a
surprise.
This is the most interesting and
entertaining segment, even a little
terrifying. The computer anim~tion
works well and the actors are believable.
In "The Benediction," the third
segment, a priest (Lance Henriksen)
has a loss of faith and leaves. his
parish. On the road, he has an encounter with a killer black pickup
truck driven by the devil. We know
the devil is driving the pickup because we are shown an upside-down
cross in its cab.
Scary? No way. The best part of
this segment occurs when the' evil
truck explodes out of the ground and
flies over the priest's car.
Finally, "Night of the Rats" tells
the story of a family with rat problems. The asinine father (Richard
Masur) decides to take care of the
problem himself with a trap.
Then the problems really begin.
Mother Rat, about six feet long, is
quite upset that one of her babies has
been killed and proceeds to terrorize
the family. Not a good segment,
especially since you can see the blue
line around toe giant rodent.

..
I1-----------Call our ad staff today I
at 277·5656 and find 1
I about a good advertis- 1
I bargain.
ing investment and I
Or stop by I

Palmyra LoMonaco

I ""'

One thing is for sure. Nigh/mares
does not deserve its self-proclaimed
title as ''this year's sleeper,''
However, this anthology of four
stories with "scary" themes is good
enough to provide a few chills and
some amount of fun.
lt is a fair movie, but not as fun as
Creepshow or as well-made as Twi-

light Zone. It suffers from loose
writing and direction, Tightening in
both~~reas would have improved the
movie tremendously.
Another problem is this B-grade
horror film is populated with many
shallow characters. lt is hard to care
about what happens to most of these
folks.
In "Terror in Topanga," a mass
murderer has escaped from a mental
institute and sets about knifing various people. A police officer is the
first victim 8)1d his murder brings
some chilling blood to the 'screen. '
The logic during this scene,
however, was somewhat shaky. Af··
ter all, you would think an officer
would know by now to call in first
before investigating suspicious
situations.
It then switches to a woman (Cristina Raines) who goes to the store
despite her husband's objections.
She has to get some more cigarettes
and, of course, she runs into the
mass murderer.
This first segment is very telegraphed and generally dumb. Only a
surprise ending saves it from being a
completely dismal piece,
In "The Bishop of Battle," the
focus is on a teenage male who has
become obsessed with a particul~~r
video game.
The youth ignores school, home

Sea us tor your
PASSPORT PHOTOS.

I Lobo Display Ads 1

An equal opportunity employer m/flh

~ nutthcun

LAST MINUTE
TRAVEL PLANS?

Nightmares Offers Fun, Chills
Nightmares. Directed. by Joseph
Sargent. Written by Christopher
Crowe and Jeffrey Bloom.
By Craig Chrissinger

By Lydia Piper
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Sports
Penalties, Turnovers Hurt Lobos in Arkansas Loss
By Eric Maddy

'l11erc are lies damned lies and
statistics - Benjamin Disrtwli
jimner prime minister of Britain
The ghoEt of Disracli showed up
in Little Rock, Ark., Saturday night.
And that spirit haunted the New
Mexico Lobos by wearing one of
Jhosc funny little hog huts.
Those 'statistics' were oot over·
whclmingly in favor of the Arkansas
Razorbacks, who posted a 17·0 win
over UNM. Two significant categories- turnovers and penaltics - fur outweighed the first
downs, rushing offense and time of
possession gained by both teams.
Although Arkansas did not directly convert any of the turnovers into
points, the Hogs \IScd UNM's miswkcs to continually test the Lobo
defense. The defense rose to the test
most of the time, except when making their own mistakes.
The first two possessions by each
team set the tone of the game. Lobo
sophomore Willie Turral bobbled
the opening kickoff and was stopped
at UNM's 5-yard line. After two
penalties moved the ball back to the
I, ArkanS!lS look control after a
Lobo punt only 40 yards away from
a score.
T)1e Razorbacks converted a
fourth·and-tluee situation to get
Greg Horne close enough for a 48·
yard field goal and a 3-0 le;1d.
It looked like disaster would
strike the Lobos when quarterback
Buddy Funck fumbled on the first
play after the kickoff, but the de·
fcnsc again held and Horne missed
from 26 yards.
After an exchange of punts, New
Mexico began to move on offense.

Funck hit senior split end Derwin
Willi!lms for a 17-yard gain and the
Lobos earned another first down,
only to have it called back on an
illeg<ll procedure penalty.
Arkansas got the ball at their 24
and Razorback Brad Taylor took
over. The senior quarterback com·
pleted three passes in a row and
moved the Hogs to UNM's 34 before facing another fourth down
situation.
Then the flags started flying,
UNM was penalized for being
offsides, which advanced the ball to
the 29. UNM was penalized for pass
interference, which moved !be ball
to the 21. UNM gave up a 14-yard
completion from Taylor to Keith
Kidd which placed the ball at the II.
UNM was flagged for interference
agnin, putting the ball at the one,
where Taylor went in for the score.
Arkansas set out on another long
drive after stopping the Lobos on the

ensuing series. AJJ49 yards came on
Lou Holtz, the Arkansns head
the ground as the Hogs ran straight at coach, said before the game that
UNM just like Tennessee had the Taylor, who doubles as a punter,
week before. But this time the result "could do better" as a klckcr.
was different, as Marshall Foreman Taylor lived up to Holtz' prediction,
fumbled and Richard Mello reco- nailing a 52-yard punt th<~t put the
vered for UNM.
Lobos in a hole at their own !-yard
From there, the Lobo began to line.
take control. Arkansas made a misAfter Arkansas held UNM withtake by getting whistled for interfer- out a first down, Taylor used his arm'
ence after sacking Funck and forcing instead of his foot to put the Lobos .in
a second-and-22 play. The Lobos
continued to drive to the Razorback
19, where a holding penalty set them
back. Bill Bell's 56-yard field goal
attempt landed way short just the By Peter Spokus
half ended,
Most of the 54,212 fans at War
The University of New Mexico
Memorial Stadium began the second men's cross country team suffered
half with cheers of "Soo-eeee Pig," its first defeat of the season this
and the Hogs attempted to move in weekend ir~ the Adams State Invitafor the slaughter, but it didn't hap- tional in Alamosa, Colo.
pen. Arkansas drove to their 4 7, but
The Lobos finished third in a field
the Lobo defense again rose to the of six behind host teams Adams
occasion.
State and Western State and in front
of Western Athletic Conference rivals Colorado State and Air Force,
"I am really disappointed we lost
the meet. I'm pleased we finished
ahead of the other WAC teams, but I
runners to the B YU Invitational this felt we had the experience to win the
weekend,
meet,'' said Lobo Coach Del
Hessel.
Kristi Rapp finished in eighth
UNM All-American Ibrahim
place, followed by Elizabeth Thurston, 16th, Mary Ann Kent. 22nd, Kivina finished first in the five- mile
Teddy Sue Hogsett, 26th, Karen race in 24.51. Sophomore Greg
Weber, 28th and Michelle Richard· Keith finished in second place, 20
seconds behind Kivina.
son, 29th.
Andy Zimmer, a freshman who
Schmandt said Kent was a graduated from Eldorado High,
"pleasant surprise" in the race, be- finished .18th. Scott Long and Chip
cause she hM been ill recently.
Gallagher were the two other top
The top seven runners will be five finishers for the Lobos in a race
going to BYU on Friday and the rest of 80 runners.
of the team will travel to Lubbock
"! really feel our upperclassmen
for the Texas Tech Invitational on ran poorly. I don't think they were
Saturday.
mentally aggressive," said Hessel.

By Earl Jones
The women's cross country team
look second at the Adam State Invitational on Saturday and Coach
Cindy Schmandt said she was
pleased with the Lobo performance
because UNM and Colorado State
were the only schools that didn't
take their top runners.
Adam State won with a score of
33, foilowed by UNM at 53, Colorado University at 68, Colorado State
at 88 and Weber State with 120.
Cynthia Valdez and Kelly Champagne took third and fourth in the
race and will accompany the top five

===================================~-··

"We have been training hard, but
there is no excuse for not giving l 00
percent."
The Lobos used the meet as more
of a continuation of their training
program than a serious point meet,
but Hessel said the team should have
beaten Adams and Western State.

RECONDITIONED
STEREO EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE OR TRADE

:
:
:

30-day labor warranty.
Cash paid for saleable used
Items--working or not

:
:

:
:

••
•

••

:

THE AUDIO CLINIC, INC.

•

•
•
:

: 29 6·756 6

1616 Eubank Blvd. NE

•
:

•••

Receivers, Tuners, Amps,
Turntables, Tape Recorders,
•
Speakers, Equalizers

••

••

9 am- 6 pm

3 Blocks North of Constitution Ave.

.

••
•
:
•
:
•:

···············-·································

John David Gunther
Leisure Services .Player of the Week
This week's Budweiser/UNM Leisure Services Player of
the Week is John David Gunther. John, ajunior Electric·
al Engineering major from Cochiti Lake, New Mexico,
was chosen for his outstanding play in flag football this
past week. John threw three touchdown passes and one
PAT in leading the Bench past the 69ers by a score of20
to 8. Never being one to take all the credit John gives
special thanks tu the Benches linemen fot the great job
they did. Once again, our congratulations to John David
Gunther, this week's Budweiser/UNM Leisure Services
Player of the Week.

By Earl J<Jnes
Dejection- the women's volleyball team felt it after losing the
championship match of the Lobo Invitational to New Mexico State over
the weekend.
The Roadrunners avenged themselves after watching the Lobos
walk off with the Roadrunner In vita·
tiona! crown last weekend in Las
Cmces.
In the first game of the match, the
Lobos suffered a4-!51oss, their first
of the tournament. The secondgame
saw the Lobos pull away from a 9·9

tie with Becky Lucht ~coring ~n ace
for the game point in the 15·9 win.
Wit]) one game apiece, the two
teams tangled once more on the way
to a 7-15 Roadrunner win. The
Lobos tied the match at two games
each by winning the fourth, 15-5.
In the final and deciding game of
the match, the Roadrunners tallied
four points before the Lobos lit the
scoreboard, State continued to
dominate the match and the Lobos
soon found themselves behind, 412 ..
The Lobos regained the serve
when Jocelyn Funk 'set the ball to

"We recruit better than they do
and l feel theW AC is better than the
Rocky Mountain conference. With
the experience we have, we should
have taken the race," said Hessel.
Adams State jumped out to an early lead and the Lobo runners, except
for Kivina and Keith, were behind in
the first 300 yards.
"In distance running, if you fall
behind early, it's tough to make it up
as the race goes on,'' said Hessel.
He said that since the Lobos do
not have a meet this weekend, they
wil! be enjoying two days off, after
40 consecutive days of training, to
rest up mentally as well as physically.
"This will be our toughest week
of training, because the important
conference meets our coming up in
early October and we have to be
ready for those." saki Hessel.

...

:
:
•
:

KING OF BEERS.,

continued on page 11.
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Budweiser®

trouble. The senior quarterback
teamed up with Kidd for a 39-yard
gain, giving Arkansas first-and-goal
at the l. Jt took four tries for the
Hogs to score as the UNM defense
shut down three straight dives, but
Foreman atoned for his earlier fumble by diving in from the one,
Despite being down 17-0, UNM
was not out of the game. But a suc.

Men's X-Country Suffers Defeat

Lobo Runners Take Second Place

Have
Fun!
Get
nvolved!
Join UNM

J.I RAI[b[AZERS

Applications are available in the student activities
office (next to the ticket office in the sub) and in the
Alumm Office (2nd floor of the sub).
Deadline for applications is
Monday, Sept 19th, Sp.m.

TRA.LBLAZERS IS THE UNM SERVICE
ORGANIZATION!

*Summer Clearance
Specials*

Volleyball Loses Tournament
Becky Lucht, who slammed it into
toe midst of the Roadrunners.
The Lobos then scored five consecutive points to bring the score to
9-12.
.
It looked ~s if the Lobos might
come back to win, but the Roadrunn~rs scored the next three points to
wm the game and the championship.
On Friday, UNM beat Utep !5-7,
15-7, and 15-10 and Kansas 15-4,
16-14, and 15-11. The Lobos
escaped Montana in three straight,
15-9, 15-5 and an exciting 19-17
match.
The starting lineup for the Lobos
included Becky Lucht, Shannon
Vessup, Kim Hicks, Sue Guinn,
Terri Nielson, and Jocelyn Funk.
Sue Guinn stepped in after Jeannine
Fenske, a starter, suffered tom ligaments in her ankle during Thurs·
day's practice.
Fenske said her ankle might be
ready for the BYU Invitational with
"a lot of prayer.''
Hicks and Vcssup were named to
the All-Tournament Team. and Kim
-Bevington of NMSU was chosen as
the Most Valuable Player.
The 8·2 Lobos will be traveling to
Provo, Utah, for the BYU Invitational, Thursday through Saturday,

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Fast, Free D11llvery

"'"' · ·'"" • '-'·· '"'-"'

~
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'··

Scott Caraway

Terri Nelson warms up before the Lobo's heartb1eaking loss
in the championship match of the Lobo Invitational. The New
Mexico State RoadrunneTS won the weekend tournament.

continued from page 10
cession of three straight turnovers
ended the hopes for New Mexico,
now 1·2. Funck drove the Lobos to
the Arkansas 25, but freshman cornerback Charles Washington malle
an interception to stop the drive.
After forcing an Arkansas punt,
the Lobos put together another long
drive, only again be bitten by the
turnover bug. Funck hit tight end
Mike Mazzella with a 30-yard com·
plctionto get the Lobos to the 15, but
then fumbled two plays later at the 5
to give Razorback All-American
candidate Ron Faurot his scc<Jnd recovery of the night.,
The defense held once more and
the UNM took over at their 40. Alter
getting one first down, Funck was
again intercepted by Washington,
this time in the end zone. From there
Arkansas, now 2·0, held the ball for
most of the 7:45 left to post the win.
The Lobos will attempt to even
their record this weekend ill Las
Cruces against arch-rival New Mexico State, which lost to another
UNM future opponent, North Texas
State, 49-3.

100% hand·crafled cotton futons
. Elrlght Future Futon Company
• a cottage Tndustry

~

2424 Garfield Avenue SE
Albuquerque, N M 87106
(505) 268-913$

our price
$5.99
7.99
fro in I. 99
27.99
I 1.99
4.99
6.99

HJS:

Levi's Western Shirt
25.00
Baseb<)ll Jersey
ll.99
Shorts
4. 99
Men's dress shirb
14.99
LEVI'S JEANS (prewashed ir~)
LEVI'S CORDS (prewashed ir.)

- 11.99
4.99
1.99
5.99
11.99
10.50

and 11Ulny more items at equally lotL' prices
(sorry no rainchecks)

California Fashions
2324 Central SE Across from UNM
266·6872

$1.50

$.75

$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza,

$. 75 off any size pizza.

l'xpires 9·27-83

Expires 9-27·93

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Now open for lunch
Open every day at 11 :00

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Now open for lunch
Open every day at 11 :00

One coupon per pizza.

3920
S.E.
262-1662
Umllld

I Lobos--

HERS:
-Retail price
' Su.ndresses
$12.99
Fashion blouses
15-20
Indian_ Pakistan tops
Fi1xy Lady Jumpsuits
60.00
Baggies
19.99
Short .overalls
13.99
Fall Tops
·
14.99

I

Area

®

FOUR PLAY

94 Rock plays four songs everytime - without talk!
Usten
. every weekday morning. to win $94 every weekday afternoon!
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Las N oticias

HOUSE NEED PAINTING? lnterlou and exteriors.
E~perienccd painter. References available. Call,
Victor277-517l orTony243·7058,
9/23
GUITAR LESSONS. ALl, styles. Twenty·two years
teaching. John Mitchell268·0496.
·
9/19
PIANO TUNING SPECIAL $2:1,.95. Experienced·
concert tuner. 268·0S07 or 242·8042,
9/19
TYPIST, TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299·8970. 9/30
ONE WORLD P~ODUCTIONS: MultHrack
recording and complete V. Inch video facility in the
northern mountains near Taos. Phone 7$8·31 ~6.
9/30
MASSA.GJ<: THERAI'V. RF.ST, relaxation, 822·
2728. Voice pager,
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/chans/graphs in
my home. Call The Other Office 884-6564.
9/30
ACIJLEX WORD PROCF.sSING: Theses, disser.
tatlons, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-3181.
12112
QUALITY TYPING, MONTGOMERY·San Pedro
area. 90 cents/page, 881·644$.
10/4
CONTACTS·POLJSHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lorn as just west of W ashlngton.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortipn. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54,50 (regular $65,00). pay Less Opticians,
tfn
$019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling, Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

KAPPA SIGMA CELEIIRATES all past and future
friends this Friday night at 9 p.m. at our
"Appr~ciatlon Party!" Come )ly and let us thank you
in our own special way! RSVP.
9/19
SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS Week tlvent:
Self Discover)' through Art anti Wilderness Survival
with Rape and Incest Survivors. Noon, Women's
Center, llrown Bag Lunch, September 21. Slide
presentation by Josie Abbenante, counselor, Drug
Counseling Services, DCMHC.
9/19
fiEAR PHILIP WILLIAMS, fellow of Nuffield
College Oxford University, speak on Orltish politics
9/19
Tuesday, Sept. 20, at2 p.m. in Ortega31).
I.AS'f CHANCEl LEARN to dance. Ballroom Dance
Club has workshops In count[)' western, night club
and jau dancing. Call 277·4273 for more in·
formation.
9/21
OWN A MOU'fAIN bike or ten·speed? Then ride the
2nd annual Around the Mountain tour. 60 miles
September 2S. Information at Strings and Spokes,
9/19
area bike shops or call268·3949.
TilE 'UNM CIRCLE K Club Is having a social with
refreshments, music nnd dancing at the North SUB
Ballroom Monday, Sept. 19, at 7:30p.m. All students
9/19
arc invited to attend.
8300 CI.UII. ALL male gay club open 24 hours. 8307
Central NE. 255·6525,
9/30
GAY AND I.F.SBIAN Student Union will have Ll~
Canfield speakJng on ProJect Stralght·Tnlk. All are
encouraged to come. Sept. 20, 7:30p.m. SUB 231A·
c.
9/20
PUB IIOARD: UNDERGRADUATES interested in
applying for positions on UNM Publications Board
,hould contact Pan Serrano at ASUNM, 277·5528.
9/19
l!NM WATER POLO first meeting 7·9 p.m. September 14. Meet every MWF at that time. All in·
terested players, bdng your su{ts. Member USA
Water l'olo. Questions. call Jon 881·3046. Olympic
Pool.
9/19
CONCEPTIONS SOUlliWEST MAGAZINE Is
loo~ing for new blood! Students from all disciplines
who ate Interested in producing UNM's only arts and
literature magazine are encouraged to attend. All
editor and staff positions are open. This Is a one·of·n·
kind challenge: conceive and e;ive binh to your ideas.
Kick Off meeting: Monday, Sepl. 19, 7 p.m. Marron
Hall 136 (adjacent to the Lobo),
9/19
JOIN TRAILBLAZERS- TilE UNM service
organization applications are available in Student
Activities Office, Room 106SUB.
9/19

10n

Housing
I HAVE THREE three·bdrm homes available for
under $400 month. Keith 255·1985, Rental Advisor,
Small fee.
9/23
RIDGECREST HOUSE, BIJSSTOP at door,
fireplace, large room for$120, ~utilities. 266-2974.
9/23
HOUSEMATE WANTED TO share two-bdrm house
In NE, three miles from campus. $180 plus V.
utilities, 883·7176.
9/23
RENT THIS STYLISH bungalow, just blocks from
UNM. $130 month. 255·1985 Rental. Advisor. Small
fee.
9/23
IIOUSEMATE FOR COMFORTABLE, sunny
house with yard, washer. $150, share utilities. Non•
smoker, clean. 243·6487 Terry.
9/19
STUDENT HOME AND apt. rentals available. All
sizes, all have appliances. 255·198$ Rental Advisor,
Small fee.
9/23
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid. D.elul!e
kitchen with dishwasher and dispasal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
FOR RENT:. SPACIOUS two bdrm near all. Only
$225 moves ya, 255-1985 Rental Advisor. Small fee.

Personals
HAPPY 21ST MARK! Now at least one of us Is legal.
Yourbarbuddies.
9/19

Food/Fun
HELP IJS CELEBRATE ht Anniversary Sale at the
Mixed !lag. 500Jo off on all candies, carob and yogurt
products, and all gift containers. Uig savings at 2210
C'entrul SE, across from UNM.
9123
AU, YOU CAN eat Friday, Saturday. Goal Post
9/22
Cafe. 3004 Central SE.

FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo,, for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished.~ecurlty lpcks and la\lndrY facilities. No
children (lr pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
tfn
evening, 266-8392,

For Sale
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44 thro!Jgh Jhe
U.s. governmept? Get the facts today! C~ll (3 I 2) 742·
II 42 e~t. 9340·A,
9/ I 9
TRS-80 MOOEL I, 48K, two disk drives, Software
(word processing, DBM, others). Excellent condition.
$1000. 266-0670.
9/23
CAFE RACER 1982 Mota Guzzi Monza SO. 500 cc
4000 miles, not even broken in yet, $2500 or bes;
offer, Call Mark at 268·1475.
9/23
STUDENTS OF MUSIC and Life: Many State Fair
specials, including Martin 140 acoustic strings $3,65,
The New Wild West Music 243·2229,
9/23
TRUMPET W /STAND, I.IKE new. Call266·1731.
9121
MOPEDSZOO. 296·0115.
9/21
WORD PROCESSOR, IBM. Uses noppy disc. Free
9/23
discs. Priced to sell 52300. Call881·0313.
DANCEWEAR SET $10.50, includes leg warmers
9/20
anklets, .headband. Skate City255·4336.
12·SPEED MIVATA 710 23" sport·tour bike.
Double butted chro-mo frame. Cinelli seat. 18 mm
clinchers. Unused. Cost $400, scll$300. 255·7696.
9/20
UTILITY TRAILER. CONVERTED Datsun pickup
bed. Excellent wood/trash hauler. $150 or best offer.
268·164Q.
9/19
1979 MG MIDGET. Superb condition, $4300. Call
242·5917.
9/19
RADIO SHACK MODEL I Level !I. 48K, cassette,
lots of software. Plus Centronics 779 printer. Both
mint condition. $1000. Call277-5620, 292·5930. 9121
COMPUTER STUDENTS; TIRED of fighting the
crowds at the Computer Center? Get your terminals,
modems am! micros at a discount. Call Thomas
Langford Information Systems at 842·9438,
9/22
MOVING, MUST SELL 1975 Honda CVCC, Asking
$1450. 265·1641.
9/19

Employment

.
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Mon. & Wed.

Doge,.._..
,

Lomas at Yale
Takeout 842-1192

LOOK~NG? W~LGRE~N~,

:

KUNM RADIO

:

:
•

needs an
operations technician

:
•

:
•
•
•
•

to r.ecord satellite fed programs.
Mu~t be work·study qualified
with flexible schedule
Contact Gayle Krueger
a!l77-4606

:
•
•
•
•

C~FLAGE,BLUE

$4&.75 and up
..t ~\lFIIAJ\'~.
P
WE.\,. ·~

ARMY·NAVV GOODS
504 VALISE

265-n17

CJty

""f

I
1

Ho.rvo.rd I
~~. S

SE
C!~ntrat

of

~nd I 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza I
I
1- 90 I
1& A Large Soft Drink
1Coupon Good Today Only

•

1

..J

UNM Skydiving Club's Display
Monday & Friday 11-1 in the Sub

~
~~

~
~

Find about the Jump Class Sept. 24

~

Attend the Club Meeting Tonight
Sub Rm. 250 A&B 7pm

~

~

Exciting Flicks Refreshments ~66·9677

~
~
iC

Your Choice of Fudge!
••:..,,·

-~

SAVE $3.00

$6 For

one coupon per pizza, watch the,Lobo
every day for our coupon spectals
·

WORK
STUDY
••
.:• QUALIFIED
STUDENTS
•
:
•

:

:

INTERESTED IN
WORKING WITH
YOUNG CHILDREN
STOP BY THE
ASUNM/GSA
CHILD CARE CO·OP
1210 UNIVERSITY NE
OR CALL 277·3365
ASK FOR BONNIE OR GEORGE

.

Offer expires 9-23-83

~-~-----------------------~---·
1
51 Bewilder
ACROSS

~\~FM,INta.

Large, Thick CNst,
Pepperoni Pizzo

limited deUvery area

J27

A

'
50¢ Off

***********************************}
·
*

*

I
~•
Ia I
~
1~ IJ

***********************************~

504 YALE SE
265-7777

"'-

- - - - __- - - - - - -

~~

*~
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**

ARMY ·NAVY GOODS

~

WIN A TRIP anywhere in UnitedStaies. Register at
Goal Post Cafe, 3004 CentraiSE.
9/22
PICTURE FRAMING, DRY mounting, glass, mats
and more, Student discount, Frame Craft, 4521
Central NE, 256-0779,
9119

COMPANY

p

Sun·Th 11:30am·12am
Fri & Sat 11:30am·lam

ANYBODY WJTN.:SSING A hit·and·run involving
a red "64" VW on Monday (9·12), please call 884~
5058.
9/21

CRYSTAL RIVER

.t.

Central & University S.E.

Miscellaneous

WATCH OUT!

*
*
.,~

'I

**
*
*
*~

IIELPI LOST SEPT, II, Nonh Campus. Small
shepard·like mutt with black muzzle, ear tips.
Answers to "Tiva." Call Chris 266-4269. Box 218
BMSB.
9/20
CL!\IM YOUR LOST possessions .at Campus Police
tfn
8;00 a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.

r--~--------------------------,

USAfr' PLIGHT JACKET

BlACK, SAGE GREEN,

~

•••••••••••••••••••••••

~ PIZZA EXPRESS

Lost&Found

***********************************i

FIJ.LL AND PART·TIME jo!Js ava)table nQWI Call
Keith at255-l985, Job Advisor. Smafl fee.
9/23
WANTED: ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSPERSON
part·lime, Self·motlvated, e)Cperienced In con·
structton documents, Call266·2705 after 5 p.m. 9/22
WORK·STUOY POSITION, NMEAF has openings
for office assistants. Call 843·7010 for interview
9/26
appointment.
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GENUINE Gl
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STILL
Juan Tabo
Montgomery, rs acceptmg apphcauons for parHrme
positions.Mustbe2I,
9/19
WANTED; YOUNG, HEALTHY open·minded
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** FREE· DELIVERY
With this Coupon
**
We. honor .
*
243-2100
.
competitor's
coupons ..• *
••••••••••••••••••••••••• ************************~***********
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Only
$2.25

STUDENT JOBS, JOBS, jobs! All shifts available.
Callnow255·1985,JobAdvisor.Smallfee.
9/23
STUDENTS WANTED TO work catering events on
and. off campus. Nights, weekends and weekdays. All
work is part·time. Apply at Food Service office,
Student Union Bldg. Experience preferred,
9/26

In

•••••••••••••••••••••••

liERIIALU'F, LOSE CELLIJI.ITE and weight
naturally, graduully, safely. Look younger. Have
more energy. 884·4604.
10/14
'flU: c•:RVICAL CAP Is a barrier method of birth
control. While under study by the FDA, the cap is
available locally, Call242·2402.
9/28
T•:RM PAPERS, THESES, dissertations typed on
IBM Word Processot. Editing service lnduded.
Special student rates. 298·6006.
9/23
DIVORCE AND PERSONAL Growth Seminar
begins Sept. 27 for then Tuesdays 7:30.10 p.m. Call
Barbara Brown 298.8034 or Walter Poll 266·3421.
9/22
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. Term papers,
theses, dissenations, editing. Resumes professionally
written. Reasonable rates. 881.0313.
9123.
ntENCJI TIJTORING. C.UL 292-7381,
9/21
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER. Quality )e$sons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265·3315.
tfn
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. IBM Selectric Ill.
Reasonable. Manuscripts, business, dissertations,
thesis, etc. Work guaranteed. 299·6256, 299·2676.
9/21
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
9/JO
CORRECTIVE
IIACK
CLASS
for
back/neck/shoulder problems, Small classes, expert
Instruction. Beginning 9/19. Body Correctives 266·
0608.
9/19
FIRST WORD PROCESSING. Term papers, theses,
dissertations. Call Jan 265·9499.
9/23
TYPING. IBM SELECTRIC. 255-3337.
10/25
BACKACHE? HEADACHE? DRUGLESS relief.
Therapeutic massage special - two for $26. Laura
Kobayashi 242·e042. Sports massage, acupressure,
foot·renexology.
9119,

Superdog
Sm FF
Sm Soft Drink

persons Interested in pan.(lme night work in new hi·
tech night club and restaurant. Walter, cocktail
waiter, bartender. Call Mark 268·9998 between 12·4
Monday thru Friday or after 7 p.m.
9/21
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must lle able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please, Saveway Liquor Store at 55 I6 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas NE.
10/ !4

9/23

Services

•
•
: .

CASIIJERS NEEDED IMMEDIATEJ,V for all
shifts. Various other openings available also. 255·
1985, Job Advisor. Small fee.
9123
MICROCOMPUTER sOFTWARE SALES, Full or
part-time. CP/M and microcomputer experience
required. Call the Sortwaire Centre at 292·7848. 9/23
INTERNATIONAL TOUR/TRAVEL company
seeks. on·campus representative. Only sophomores
and second·.semester freshmen need apply, Above.
average income anci International leisure travel
guaranteed, For formation, call collect. Mary at
9/21
Scholastic Travel Corp, 214·739·3270.
PIANO PI,A YERS, CAN you play, sing camp? We
need part·tlme evening plano players with talent and
personality for restaurant/bar show tune, Popular
easy rock, Call Mark 268·9998.
9/21
EXPERitNCED WAIT PERSON needed, Goal Post
Cafe, 3004 Central SE.
9/22
JANITO~S,
GUARDS, COUNTER help,
restaurant, office, construction jobs available today,
Keith 262·1972, Advisor. Small fee.
9/23
WAITRESS:
PART·TIME, NOONTIME or
evening. Over 21. El·Pinto Restuarant, Call 898·
1771.
9/19
ILLUSTRATOR FOR ILLUSTRATIONS, sketches.
Versatile, capable of ink drawings of people In daily
situations. $10/hour, Leave portfolio at Langua11e
Dynamics, 2740 Wyoming NE Suite 4. 8;30·5:30. No
calls.
9119

*
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'1 Folk verses 53 Cottage
5 Puccini work 55 Prior
·56 Obis
10 Slant
14 ltalia capital 61 Hearken
15 Diplomat
62 Army backCyrusup: 2 words
16 Pip-:
64 "-La
Afternoon
Douce''
17 Spectators' 651mpeller
66 Sicily city
area
19 Notice
67 Ground
20 Avenue
cover
21 Shirt shape 68 Fashion
22 Ripped
69 Elk's kin
23 Harris' uncle DOWN
25 Title
1 Energy units
26 Celebration
2 Haven
3 Persian poet
30 Buck's mate
4 Lucid
31 Grout
5 Assayed
34 Bestow
6 Grain
36 Absolute
38 Employ
7NYC
39 Degree:
landmark:
3words
3words
42 - out: Make 8 Strobiles
9 Peru Indian
do
43 Girl's name · 10 Rouse
11 Begs
44 Funk
45 Sunday talk 12 Love
47"-13 Gratify
18 German
moment"
article
49 Snakes
50 Water body 24 TUrbine

FRIDAY S
PUZZLE SOLVED

25 Firm
26 Olympic 27 Alert
28 Light rays:
2 words
29 Cunning
31 Nickname for
aScot?
32 Music gp.
33 Grasses
35 Lure
37 African lake
40 Operated .
41 Hurler's stat.
46 Indian city

48 Pledge
51 Running
amok
52 Befall
53 L~veling
ptece
54 Leander's
love
55 Spikes
57 Hastened
58 Oilstone
59 Sea eagle
60 Vesper, e.g.
63 Our energy
source

